
Death Coming Up The Hill - An Intriguing
Journey

Death Coming Up The Hill is not just a catchy title; it embodies the immense
gravity and curiosity that the book holds within its pages. Written by Chris Crowe,
this poignant historical novel takes readers on a captivating journey through the
turbulent era of the Vietnam War. With a unique narrative style and a cast of
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unforgettable characters, Death Coming Up The Hill is a must-read for anyone
seeking a thought-provoking exploration of war, loss, and resilience.

The Long Descriptive Keyword for Alt Attribute: "Vietnam War
historical novel elicits deep emotions"

A Glimpse Into the Plot

The story revolves around Ashe, a teenager living in the United States during the
late 1960s. As the Vietnam War escalates and thousands of soldiers are drafted,
Ashe's life is thrown into disarray. Alongside the backdrop of the war, Ashe
navigates personal struggles, grapples with his own identity, and contemplates
the meaning of life and death. Crowe expertly weaves together historical events
with the raw emotions of adolescence, creating a tapestry that is both heart-
wrenching and enlightening.
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A Unique Narrative Style

What sets Death Coming Up The Hill apart from other novels is the innovative
narrative style employed by Chris Crowe. Instead of traditional prose, the story is
told entirely through a series of haiku poems. Each haiku provides a snapshot of
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crucial moments in Ashe's life, capturing his feelings, fears, and hopes with
concise yet powerful imagery. This unconventional approach enhances the
reading experience, immersing readers in the intensity and immediacy of Ashe's
emotions.
An Unforgettable Cast of Characters

Crowe's skillful characterization brings the story to life, making the characters feel
like old friends. From Ashe's loving yet wary mother to his charming best friend,
each person Ashe encounters resonates with authenticity and depth. These
characters confront their own inner demons while also representing the various
perspectives surrounding the war. Through their struggles and interactions,
Crowe offers a nuanced exploration of the complexities of war and its far-
reaching impact.

An Exploration of War, Loss, and Resilience

Death Coming Up The Hill delves deeply into the themes of war, loss, and
resilience. Through Ashe's experiences and those around him, the novel
examines the devastating consequences of war on individuals and society as a
whole. It explores the profound grief of losing loved ones, the trauma faced by
soldiers and their families, and the resilience required to navigate through the
darkest moments of life. Crowe's sensitive portrayal of these themes elicits
powerful emotions and prompts readers to reflect on their own place in the world.

A Captivating Journey Through History

While Death Coming Up The Hill is a work of fiction, its historical backdrop
provides an important context for understanding the impact of the Vietnam War.
Crowe meticulously depicts the anti-war movement, the draft protests, and the
social upheaval that characterized the late 1960s. By intertwining fact with fiction,



the novel educates readers about this tumultuous period while immersing them in
a captivating story of resilience and self-discovery.

Death Coming Up The Hill is a powerful and eye-opening novel that invites
readers to reflect on the human cost of war. From its unique narrative style to its
deeply emotional exploration of loss and resilience, Chris Crowe's masterpiece
takes readers on an unforgettable journey through history. It serves as a reminder
of the enduring struggles faced by individuals during times of conflict and the
power of resilience in the face of adversity. Pick up a copy, immerse yourself in
Ashe's world, and let Death Coming Up The Hill leave an indelible mark on your
soul.

Article by [Your Name]
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It’s 1968, and war is not foreign to seventeen-year-old Ashe. His dogmatic, racist
father married his passionate peace-activist mother when she became pregnant
with him, and ever since, the couple, like the situation in Vietnam, has been
engaged in a “senseless war that could have been prevented.”
     When his high school history teacher dares to teach the political realities of the
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war, Ashe grows to better understand the situation in Vietnam, his family, and the
wider world around him. But when a new crisis hits his parents’ marriage, Ashe
finds himself trapped, with no options before him but to enter the fray.
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